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The National Library of Australia was among national libraries who 

implemented Resource Description and Access (RDA) in early 2013. RMIT 

University in Melbourne chose to implement with the National Library, despite 

an upcoming migration from a Voyager ILMS to Alma library services 

platform. This article describes the experience of RMIT in implementing RDA 

while also investing resources in a systems change. It addresses staff 

training, policy development, and processes to automate the conversion of 

AACR2 records. It includes lessons learned as advice to institutions who have 

yet to implement RDA. 

 

KEYWORDS  Resource Description and Access (RDA), training, cataloging 

policy, automation, Alma 

 

BACKGROUND 

RMIT University (RMIT) is Australia’s largest tertiary institution.  The Library 

serves a population of 57,000 onshore students across three campuses and 

http://www.tandfonline.com/
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maintains a collection of approximately 750,000 physical items. RMIT 

contributes bibliographic and holding records to Libraries Australia, the 

Australian resource-sharing database administered by the National Library of 

Australia, and is a member of the Council of Australian University Libraries 

and the Australian Technology Network of Universities. 

 

The Library Resources and Access department (LR&A) conducts technical 

services operations from a central location and is divided into two teams. The 

Monograph team (16 full-time employees plus manager) performs acquisitions 

work, copy and original monograph and AV cataloging, and end processing. 

The E-resources and Serials team (11 FTE plus manager) performs electronic 

resource management tasks, copy cataloging of serials, and database 

management activities. By a slight majority, most LR&A team members hold 

professional librarian qualifications, which in the Australian context means a 

tertiary qualification at the bachelor, graduate diploma or masters level1. The 

remaining members hold paraprofessional qualifications or equivalent 

experience. Tasks within each team tend to be allocated according to aptitude 

and productivity rather than according to a staff member’s qualification, and 

blended roles that include a range of tasks are common. The Library may be 

somewhat unusual in this respect. More than half of all LR&A staff have been 

in the department for twenty or more years. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In April 2013, RMIT Library chose to implement RDA concurrently with 

another significant change: migration from a Voyager ILMS to an Alma library 
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services platform. LR&A managers knew that Alma migration would happen in 

May 2013. They also knew that it would have far-reaching effects on unit 

operations, and that deferring RDA implementation until Alma effects were 

subsumed into business as usual operations could push RDA implementation 

into 2015 or later. Rather than wait until then and enact temporary measures 

for dealing with the RDA records that catalogers would be certain to 

encounter, managers chose to implement RDA at a time of operational flux.  

 

When considering the ways in which institutions differ in their staffing, 

workflows, systems, and working culture, it follows that every RDA 

implementation will be different. In her 2013 OCLC webinar on RDA 

implementation2, Stalberg describes this phenomenon as ‘[implementation] 

mileage may vary’, and stresses the fact that there is no perfect 

implementation. In the same Webinar session, Maurer also highlights the 

institutional context of any implementation3. Some institutions may implement 

after a period of careful analysis and planning; others with less prior analysis 

and planning. This article describes the RDA implementation experience of 

RMIT, which occurred after a short period of planning. The article details the 

implementation staffing and training process, local RDA policy development, 

and systems considerations in an Alma-Primo configuration.  It includes a 

section on batch processing to convert AACR2 to RDA records, and offers 

lessons learned in training and policy development. 

 

STAFFING 
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The first set of implementation decisions at RMIT consisted of locally defining 

the terms of the Library’s RDA implementation. A local definition established 

the implementation’s scope and provided a foundation for future decisions. 

For RMIT University, RDA implementation was initially defined as: 

- Original cataloging contributions to the Australian National 

Bibliographic Database (ANBD) are created according to RDA 

guidelines. 

- Records requiring significant upgrade (pre-publication or minimal level 

records) are converted to RDA at the time of upgrade. 

- Accurate, full-level AACR2 copy is accepted as is. 

- AACR2 legacy data would possibly be batch-processed after initial 

implementation was complete and batch processes designed. 

 

RDA training decisions followed implementation definitions. Many roles in 

LR&A are blended roles that involve a mixture of professional and 

paraprofessional tasks ranging from database maintenance and acquisitions 

tasks to copy and original cataloging. Given the LR&A staffing model, RDA 

training at RMIT could be exclusive (training only original catalogers), 

inclusive (training copy and original catalogers), or staggered (training first 

catalogers and then other staff). The exclusive training scenario would involve 

fewer staff and have less impact on unit operations and was therefore an 

attractive option. However, an exclusive training scenario would also 

exacerbate gaps in unit-wide competencies that had already demonstrated 

adverse effects on the development of efficient and innovative workflows. 

Considering the unknown future demands that would be made on LR&A 
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workflows, the Alma factor favored inclusive or staggered training scenarios. 

These scenarios would maximize flexibility in task allocations because more 

staff would be RDA-ready, albeit with some discrepancies in RDA-readiness 

among staff if training was rolled out over a longer period as in a staggered 

training scenario. In the end, the Library chose an inclusive training scenario 

due to uncertainty over whether staggered training was sustainable. 

 

RDA TRAINING  

One experienced cataloger from the Monographs team received external 

training in RDA, attending a three-day course presented by the National 

Library of Australia (NLA) in late 2012. National Library staff, some of whom 

were also members of the Australian Committee on Cataloguing (ACOC) 

developed Australia’s “RDA Train-the-trainer” course and made all course 

materials available on the ACOC website4. A second staff member from the 

E-resources and Serials team who had a background in training worked with 

the Monographs team member to adapt and supplement NLA training 

materials, and design and deliver a training program.  

 

Training was delivered to small groups of 3-4 learners. The small group 

design was chosen as a tool for managing the diverse cataloging knowledge 

and experience of trainees. Each training session introduced and explained 

information using a PowerPoint presentation, with questions and discussion 

encouraged throughout the presentation. Participants then logged into the 

Toolkit and worked through exercises to apply new information and build on 

previously covered information. The exercise stage allowed for further 
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individual or group instruction when required. Although LR&A staff received 

unrestricted Toolkit access two months prior to formal training, few had spent 

time in the Toolkit previously and the first two training sessions included a 

focus on Toolkit structure and orientation. 

Each of the seven training groups received five 90-minute training sessions 

over a seven-week period. Training in small groups was resource intensive in 

terms of trainer time but allowed for more tailored training than would have 

been manageable with a large group. One group, composed entirely of 

members having original cataloging experience, preferred less instruction, 

more solo practice with challenging items, and thoughtful discussions on RDA 

concepts and principles. Another group, composed entirely of members 

having no original cataloging experience, preferred detailed instruction with 

immediate practical application and very little theoretical discussion. The 

remaining groups demonstrated learning preferences between these two. 

Working with small groups allowed for the alteration of training materials and 

delivery according to the specific needs of each group.  

 

Training primarily focused on how to use the Toolkit to describe 

manifestations and record relationships. Follow-up training sessions were 

required to address work-work relationships in greater detail, and to provide 

training in cataloging translations and resources in multiple languages. The 

Library does not practice authority work and hadn’t for some time, thus 

training omitted significant aspects of RDA that other institutions may well 

cover. Another notable omission in the Library’s RDA training in comparison 

with other library’s training programs (see for example Cronin’s report on RDA 
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testing at implementation at the University of Chicago5 and Shieh’s report on 

RDA testing at George Washington University Libraries 6 ), was structured 

training in the differences between AACR2 and RDA. Given the mixed 

cataloging experience of learners, it was felt that formal mention of AACR2 

should be minimized. Rather than include differences between AACR2 and 

RDA in formal training, differences between AACR2 and RDA were covered in 

pre-training sessions instead, and Adam Schiff’s authoritative presentations 

on this topic7 made available.  

 

RDA training at RMIT omitted authorities and AACR2 comparisons but had a 

strong focus on FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records). 

This was decided without debate between managers and trainers, all of whom 

felt that understanding RDA required a solid grounding in the conceptual 

model upon which it is based. Their decision, though unquestioned and more 

instinctive than analytic, does have basis in the literature. When the National 

Library of Australia presented RDA and its advantages for libraries in a 2009 

Staff Paper8, the FRBR model and its relationship to RDA received significant 

attention. Hitchens and Symons focus on FRBR theory as it relates to RDA 

training in their 2009 text that sought to prepare catalogers for upcoming RDA 

training9. Mitchell, analyzing RDA testing case studies10 and Loesch surveying 

RDA literature11 also include detailed discussions of FRBR as it relates to 

RDA.  

 

FRBR terminology and concepts had been introduced to RMIT staff at 

seminars dating from 2010, seminars driven by one manager’s membership in 
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ACOC. Key FRBR terms and concepts were summarized at a final pre-

training seminar. During formal RDA training each session began with WEMI 

practice and discussion using work sets that included a work in different 

formats, languages, and in adaptations. WEMI practice was extremely 

challenging in the first two weeks, but with time and practice did become 

easier for most learners. The conceptual difficulties that WEMI presented for 

learners were highly individual and irrespective of a staff member’s 

professional qualification or role, with one notable exception: difficulties 

around the Expression level were not individual but appeared common to 

most if not all learners.  

 

Due to the fact that all staff received identical FRBR training and there is no 

control group to compare against, it is difficult to assess whether the FRBR 

focus helped RMIT staff to better understand RDA than they otherwise would 

have. The FRBR focus did appear to hasten a shift in the language of 

cataloging. Trainers were able to rely heavily on FRBR terminology when 

presenting RDA concepts and guiding learners through the Toolkit, with less 

obvious confusion from learners as training progressed. Staff members began 

using FRBR terms and invoking FRBR principles with increasing confidence 

during training sessions and during peer review. It is possible that the FRBR 

focus of RDA training at RMIT also facilitated Toolkit orientation and efficiency 

in using the cataloging tool. Staff initially found it difficult to navigate the 

structure of the Toolkit and contextualize instructions, using, for example, 

instructions in Chapter 6 (Identifying Works and Expressions) rather than 

instructions in Chapter 2 (Identifying Manifestations and Items) when Toolkit 
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searches included results from both chapters. As they came to understand the 

difference between Work, Expression, Manifestation, and Item, these 

difficulties lessened. Of course, difficulties may also have lessened due to 

greater familiarity with the Toolkit itself, without staff necessarily making 

connections between RDA and its FRBR foundations. 

 

Emphasizing FRBR in RDA training had one negative consequence, in that 

some staff who found the conceptual model difficult to understand expressed 

uncertainty over their ability to correctly apply RDA. Trainers downplayed the 

role of FRBR in RDA for these learners, assuring them that knowing the 

language and how to find what they needed in the Toolkit was enough. But 

managers and trainers privately wondered if terminology and Toolkit know-

how were in fact sufficient to allow catalogers to appropriately apply RDA. 

This is a significant question and one that is not yet addressed in the 

literature. The cataloging community agrees  that FRBR is an important part 

of RDA, but has yet to assess the role of FRBR in catalogers’ understanding 

of RDA and ability to create RDA records. Although aware of the larger 

unknowns around FRBR and RDA application, trainers put aside theoretical 

considerations and continued to assure struggling learners that FRBR 

understanding was nice but not necessary in order to be able to use RDA.  

 

As training progressed, some unexpected realities became clear. First, the 

boundaries between resource description and encoding were not clear among 

some staff including those whose current roles included original cataloging. 

Experienced catalogers expected guidance on punctuation to be embedded in 
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RDA guidelines alongside the data elements as is the case in AACR2 part 1, 

which is based on the General International Standard Bibliographic 

Description (ISBD(G)). Punctuation being an integral element of ISBD, 

AACR2 rules necessarily included punctuation guidelines. Although 

punctuation is not a required element of RDA description, RDA is intended to 

be interoperable with ISBD and RDA records continue to be compatible with 

ISBD display12. Appendix D of the Toolkit contain guidelines on including 

ISBD punctuation in RDA formulated records, and LC-PCC policy statement 

1.7.1 provides specific punctuation guidance for key MARC21 fields when 

encoding RDA elements using MARC21, a standard whose documentation 

routinely includes punctuation in examples and in explicit instructions. Given 

the relationship between ISBD and AACR2, and references to ISBD 

punctuation in the MARC21 encoding standard that is familiar to most 

catalogers, it is perhaps understandable that the boundary between RDA 

description and the punctuation of encoding was unclear. Catalogers who did 

not understand the resource description/encoding distinction are not unique to 

RMIT, as Stalberg makes the same observation in her OCLC webinar ‘RDA in 

Context’13. Institutions who have yet to implement RDA should be prepared to 

encounter the same phenomenon. In hindsight, the boundaries between 

description and encoding could have been explored in pre-training seminars.  

 

A second unexpected reality was the importance that some professional 

catalogers placed on examples over principles. This again echoes Stalberg’s 

observations14. Trainers distributed National Library of Australia RDA records 

and the link to the Program for Cooperative Cataloging Standing Committee 
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on Training (PCC-SCT) RDA example records15 at the start of training. Staff 

were also instructed to find their own examples on the ANBD and in the 

Library of Congress catalog. As staff began creating and reviewing RDA 

records (a process described in detail below) it became clear that some staff 

used example records for guidance rather than the Toolkit. That is, rather than 

consulting RDA principles and guidelines, they relied solely on the work of 

other catalogers. This was certainly not the case for all staff, many of whom 

used example records as intended by trainers (as examples of RDA principles 

in practice). Relying on examples rather than principles was not the desired 

way for catalogers to learn RDA, but it has proven a difficult habit to break. 

RMIT has made some progress toward breaking the habit by making 

extensive use of a peer review process that requires catalogers to cite the 

Toolkit when providing feedback or justifying decisions made in their own 

records. Other institutions may take a different approach, or may not 

recognize example-based cataloging as an issue to be addressed. 

 

PEER REVIEW 

Peer review was an important element of RDA training and implementation at 

RMIT. It was introduced as soon as learners began to create RDA records for 

their practice items (in the second week of training) and formally continued 

until three months past implementation. Peer review was introduced as a way 

for staff to learn from each other. Trainers were also open about the fact that 

peer review was intended to enforce use of the Toolkit. The RDA testing and 

implementation body of literature frequently reports difficulty navigating, using, 

and interpreting the Toolkit. In his analysis of several RDA testing case 
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studies, Erik Mitchell states that RDA testers commonly found it challenging to 

use the Toolkit, at least until they had gained some familiarity with the 

cataloging tool16. Trainers were eager to have staff spend as much time as 

possible in the Toolkit to gain familiarity with its structure and become 

proficient in Toolkit navigation.  

 

During training learners exchanged each of their RDA records with another 

member of their training group. After implementation, staff continued to vet the 

majority of their records with a member of their training group until managers 

assigned strategic peer review pairs. Assigned peer review paired those 

without prior original cataloging experience with those who had original 

cataloging experience, taking care to avoid pairings of staff who did not work 

well together. Additionally, peer review paired catalogers with different 

strengths, for example pairing efficient and practical catalogers with less 

productive catalogers who spent time crafting detailed records.  

 

Peer review of each record can be a valuable learning tool during the initial 

RDA training phase and can be seen as a worthy investment in a successful 

implementation. Even after formal peer review halted at RMIT, the culture of 

peer review has persisted and staff openly consult with each other when they 

encounter difficult or unusual items. After initial training, however, a record-by-

record peer review model as done at RMIT may not be feasible for many 

institutions. In RMIT’s implementation, intensive peer review after training and 

well into RDA implementation was made possible by workflow disruptions 

caused by the Library’s migration to Alma, which did not go smoothly. Alma is 
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a completely new library system design17 and uses a conceptual model that 

has little in common with a client-based Integrated Library Management 

System (ILMS). Developing new workflows in an unfamiliar environment was 

challenging and in the early days of Alma migration RDA practice with peer 

review was something that staff could do while waiting for operations to 

resume as normal.  

 

Any institution that employs peer review as a training and implementation 

strategy would do well to bear in mind the experiences of RMIT. Despite the 

benefits of peer review (building Toolkit familiarity, breaking example-based 

cataloging habits), it did have drawbacks. These included discomfort in giving 

and receiving feedback, perception that peer review was at best intrusive and 

at worst a form of punitive surveillance (as revealed at one tense staff 

meeting), and some staff being very critical of their peers’ cataloging judgment 

when it differed from their own. Reflecting on the peer review experience, both 

LR&A managers concede that it was a valuable component of the Library’s 

RDA implementation. One manager feels that peer review could have been 

more successful if a culture of peer review had been developed in advance of 

RDA training and implementation, because learning and applying new 

guidelines while undergoing a novel peer review process was stressful for 

some staff. The other manager feels the opposite. In this manager’s opinion, 

RDA implementation was the ideal time to introduce peer review as all staff 

were new to RDA. Therefore, staff were unable to fall back on greater 

experience using ‘the rules’ when receiving feedback perceived as critical, as 

could have the case if peer reviewing AACR2 records. 
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RDA POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

Training and implementation literature frequently cites the development or use 

of RDA policy. As El-Sherbini18 exhaustively details in her RDA: Strategies for 

Implementation, RDA includes a number of instructions that permit cataloging 

agency decision-making, including type of description, how to handle 

transcription elements (transcribe as found on resource OR according to 

RDA’s guidelines on transcription OR according to in-house policies), and 

how to handle the RDA alternatives, optional omissions, and optional 

additions that are left to cataloger’s judgment. Cronin 19  adds RDA core 

element decisions, or whether or not an institution will expand on the RDA 

core element set when creating its own RDA records. Maurer 20  flags 

additional institutional decisions around accepting AACR2 and/or RDA copy, 

upgrading records, and handling hybrid records. Local policy will therefore be 

part of any RDA implementation. 

 

Before training and implementation, LR&A managers were primarily occupied 

with preparations for migration to Alma and did not have the time to work with 

trainers to develop local RDA policy. The Library was forced by circumstances 

to issue very minimal policy at the outset of training and implementation, and 

develop detailed policies as training and implementation proceeded. The 

minimal policy at the outset of training considered type of RDA description 

(descriptive) and RMIT core manifestation-level elements, which included 

RDA core elements plus two additional elements (copyright date and media 
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type) in line with the National Library’s policy, accessed through managerial 

participation in ACOC. 

 

Developing RDA policy as training and implementation proceeded was a task 

in data analysis, communication, and information organization. RDA trainers 

tracked hot topics of discussion across training sessions and noted specific 

questions during one-on-one discussions with learners. One trainer also 

regularly extracted RDA records and reviewed them in MarcEdit to identify 

trends or the lack thereof and systematic errors. Notes and observations were 

gathered in a collaborative document shared with LR&A managers and 

supplemented with information to aid in policy decision-making. Information to 

aid in decision-making was sourced from the rdaaust electronic mailing list 

administered by the National Library21, the RDA mailing list administered by 

the JSC22, and discussion papers collected on the JSC website23. The mailing 

lists were extremely valuable tools for collecting a variety of reasoned 

opinions while discussion papers provided a larger context for local policy 

decisions.  

 

There were many perplexing areas that fueled policy development at RMIT, 

but one in particular will be highlighted here to illustrate how the challenges of 

Toolkit structure, which Mitchell describes as not allowing “’linear’ use in 

following cataloging rules”24, can have an effect on local RDA policy. Soon 

after implementation, the trainers became aware that staff were applying 

various interpretations of RDA guidelines when recording place of publication 

and publisher’s name. To record these elements catalogers must consult RDA 
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2.8.1.4, 2.8.2.2, and 2.8.4.2, while bearing in mind the preferred source of 

information for title proper (which for monographs is the title, as per RDA 

2.3.2.2 and 2.2.2.2). 

 

RDA 2.8.1.4 states “Transcribe places of publication and publishers’ names 

as they appear on the source of information”. RDA 2.8.2.2 and 2.8.4.2 provide 

guidance on sources of information for place of publication and publisher’s 

name. RDA 2.8.2.2 instructs catalogers to “Take places of publication from 

the following sources (in order of preference): a) the same source as the 

publisher’s name (see 2.8.4.2); b) another source within the resource itself 

(see 2.2.2); c) one of the other sources of information specified at 2.2.4”. RDA 

2.8.4.2 in turn tells catalogers to “Take publishers’ names from the following 

sources (in order of preference): a) the same source as the title proper (see 

2.3.2.2); b) another source within the resource itself (see 2.2.2); c) one of the 

other sources of information specified at 2.2.4”.  

 

RDA 2.8.1.4 together with 2.8.2.2 and 2.8.4.2 leads to recording the place of 

publication and publisher’s name as found on the title page. Many items, 

however, do not have all three data elements—title proper, place of 

publication, publisher’s name—on the title page. Further, 2.8.1.4 includes an 

optional omission (“Omit levels in a corporate hierarchy that are not required 

to identify the publisher”) and RDA 2.8.2.3 tells catalogers: “Record the place 

of publication by applying the basic instructions at 2.8.1. Include both the local 

place name (city, town, etc.) and the name of the larger jurisdiction or 
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jurisdictions (state, province, etc., and/or country) if present on the source of 

information.”  

 

In RMIT’s experience, catalogers found it difficult to apply RDA 2.8 guidelines 

before the key decision-making instructions at 2.8 were clarified in policy 

statements. Trainers became aware of cataloger difficulty through discussions 

with learners and covert observation of peer reviews, and gathered 

anonymous staff responses to a set of items bearing complex publication 

details. Figure 1 illustrates the first of five items in the set.  

 

FIGURE 1. COMPLEX PUBLICATION DETAILS 

 

Staff recorded place of publication and publisher’s name a number of different 

ways in their responses.  

 

- Leicester ; National Institute of Adult Continuing Education 

- Leicester ; National Institute of Adult Continuing Education (England and   

Wales) 

- Leicester, England ; NIACE  
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- Leicester, England ; National Institute of Adult Continuing Education 

- Liecester, England ; NIACE National Institute of Adult Continuing 

Education 

 

None of the responses show correct application of RDA guidelines. The third 

response (supplied in 3 out of 17 responses) is arguably the closet to correct. 

The third response alone shows correct application of 2.8.4.2 preference (a) 

and takes the publisher’s name from the same source as the title proper (the 

title page), but does not then correctly apply 2.8.2.2 preference (b) to record 

the place of publication as found on another source (title page verso) since 

2.8.2.2 preference (a) can not be fulfilled by this item. Recording place of 

publication as ‘Liecester, England’ is almost correct, but for confusion over the 

role of ‘England’ on the title page verso. ‘England’ is part of the address but 

not as a jurisdiction and 2.8.2.3 should not applied in order to include 

‘England’ as part of the place of publication. The majority of responses also 

recorded ‘England’ as a place name jurisdiction, showing that catalogers were 

interpreting 2.8.2.3 to mean that a larger place name should be recorded if 

present regardless of whether or not the name was used as a jurisdiction. 

Staff received clarification of 2.8 guidelines when they were incorporated into 

a policy statement on optional omission of names in a corporate hierarchy at 

RDA 2.8.1.4. Trainers realized that more structured practice navigating and 

interpreting the relevant portions of RDA 2.8 and more guidance applying 2.8 

preferences during formal training could have prevented the necessity for later 

clarification through policy statements.  
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Developing policy as an implementation proceeds may not be an attractive 

option for institutions that prefer a more measured approach. A develop-as-

you go approach to policy did however reveal two beneficial features of the 

less planned approach at RMIT. First, allowing staff to apply their own 

judgment revealed where policy was most needed. Where staff questioned or 

showed disagreement with one another a local policy decision was required. 

For other areas a policy decision might have been useful but was not 

immediately needed. Second, allowing (or forcing) catalogers to apply their 

own judgment in the initial stages of RDA learning and implementation fuelled 

many discussions on the role of cataloger’s judgment in RDA, especially in 

contrast to the more prescriptive nature of AACR2. As observed by Loesch25 

in her summary of RDA literature, some staff enjoyed the freedom of being 

able to apply their own judgment when creating RDA records. Other 

catalogers expressed discomfort with such freedom and were eager to see 

clear guidelines established.  

 

RDA AND SYSTEMS 

RDA has brought a number of changes to the MARC data that library systems 

manipulate. While not an exhaustive listing, these changes include the 264 

tag that records production, publication, distribution, manufacture or copyright 

notice; 33X tags recording content, media and carrier in lieu of a GMD; 34X 

tags to record carrier characteristics; and 38X tags recording work and 

expression characteristics. The MARC standards have also been partly 

revised to accommodate RDA relationship terms that explicate the 

relationship between a name and a resource or between one resource and 
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another resource. In MARC these relationship terms appear as $e or $i 

subfields in name and added entry tags or in linking entry tags.  

 

Although, as noted by Cronin26, system support for RDA data varies from 

vendor to vendor and institutions will have varying control over how their data 

displays and indexes, all institutions need to make certain decisions about 

integrating RDA with AACR2 MARC. Chiefly, institutions must decide how to 

handle AACR2 GMDs versus RDA content, media, and carrier types, and how 

to handle the relationship terms in RDA records. The use of MARC 260 

versus 264 tag will also be a consideration. 

 

During training and the initial stages of RDA implementation, RMIT University 

ran a Voyager ILMS and OPAC with a Primo discovery layer. Shortly after 

implementation, the Library would migrate to an Alma-Primo configuration and 

the discovery layer would become the sole search interface for public services 

staff and users. Systems considerations therefore focused on RDA in Alma 

and Primo. After populating the database with a small number of RDA 

records, the Library found, as expected, that Primo does not require GMDs to 

meaningfully display and facet search results, and does not display or index 

content-media-carrier terms. Primo displays 264 field information and 

relationship terms on name access points.  It does not display resource-

resource relationship terms found in 7XX$i subfields. Figures 2 and 3 below 

show an Alma RDA record and its display in Primo.  
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FIGURE 2. RDA IN ALMA 

 

 

[FIGURE 3. RDA IN PRIMO] 
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On the basis of these results, it was decided that GMDs were not an issue in 

the integration of RDA and AACR2 records. Regarding content-media-carrier 

display, public services staff had not been enthusiastic about the terms when 

shown RDA records at seminars for non-technical services staff prior to 

implementation and it seemed best to continue to not display these fields. 

After migrating to an Alma-Primo configuration, the Library is now more 

interested in being able to meaningfully manipulate the relationships in RDA 

records. For example, a facet composed of person-work relationship terms 

could prove valuable for searchers. The display and index of work-work 

relationships could also be of value. More local investigation into RDA 

relationships and Alma-Primo is required, but will most likely be delayed until 

the Library has more direct configuration access to its discovery layer, which 

at this time is under vendor control. As pointed out in the PCC Relationship 

Designator Guidelines Task Group Report27 , the Library will also need a 

‘critical mass’ of relationship designators in its database before their utility in 

the discovery layer can be explored. 

 

RDA AUTOMATION 

A high percentage of all cataloging performed at RMIT is copy cataloging.  

Most cataloging copy enters the database in the form of vendor files, with the 

remaining copy entering as z39.50 imports of individual records. Copy is 

checked for accuracy and edited when staff add holdings and items to 

records, and records requiring significant upgrade are common. As staff 

already interact with records one by one at the point of adding holdings, 
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shortly after implementation LR&A managers began to explore the possibility 

of using automation to convert AACR2 records to RDA. Now, acquisitions 

staff RDA-ify all vendor files before loading records to the database, and an 

Alma normalization rule (similar in concept to a macro) converts individual 

records imported via z39.50. Staff who add holdings and items to records 

check the data elements, make minor adjustments if required, and otherwise 

bring the records to full RDA by performing the higher-level work of adding 

and clarifying relationships. 

 

Vendor files are batch processed using Marc Edit’s RDA Helper tool and a 

locally defined task. Marc Edit is free software that is compatible with 

Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems. The RDA Helper tool evaluates 

specific MARC tags to generate and encode RDA elements not already 

present in a record. It also expands abbreviations using an inbuilt list of 

abbreviations or a user-defined list28. Figures 4 and 5 below show an e-book 

record before and after the RDA Helper tool (version 5.9.5076.479) is applied.  

 

FIGURE 4. AACR2 RECORD BEFORE RDA HELPER 
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FIGURE 5. AACR2 RECORD AFTER RDA HELPER 
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As shown in the before and after record examples, RDA Helper does the 

grunt-work of record conversion.  RMIT has edited the in-built abbreviation list 

(a tab-delimited text file) to use the Australian spelling of ‘color’. Using the tool 

the Library could opt to preserve the GMD and add data elements for digital 

file characteristics. 

 

After the RDA Helper tool is applied to a file, a locally created post-Helper 

task performs additional transformations. Marc Edit tasks allow users to define 

a series of manipulations such as adding/deleting fields and subfields, 

copying field data and changing indicators. Due to the fact that Marc Edit 

supports the use of regular expressions, tasks can be very powerful 

transformation tools. The post-Helper task is intended to bring 80% of all 

records to the point of requiring the least human intervention. Figure 6 shows 

the results of the post-Helper task.  

 

FIGURE 6. RDA RECORD AFTER TASK 
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Applying the RDA Helper tool and task to vendor files is a straightforward two-

step process that has increased the number of RDA records in the RMIT 

database. After batch processing with the RDA Helper tool followed by locally-

created “post-helper” tasks, the majority of vendor-supplied copy is RDA 

compliant and requires minimal editing to make it adequate for local use and 

for sharing in the Australian co-operative environment. Records meet the 

Required Data Elements standard issued by Libraries Australia29, but RMIT 

has thus far been unable to share its records with the ANBD and WorldCat. 

Systems requirements for exporting from Alma to the ANBD are in 

development by Alma vendor Ex Libris. An RDA automation incubator group 

is currently investigating methods of validation and scripting for final data 

clean up while the Library waits to be able to share its RDA records. 
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When exploring options for automating mechanical features of the AACR2 to 

RDA upgrade process, RMIT also considered the global editing capabilities of 

its library services platform and the use of external software macros. To 

upgrade individual records within Alma the Library makes use of a local Alma 

normalization rule. Normalization rules allow record transformations using a 

vendor-defined set of actions and data elements. Alma normalization rules do 

not support regular expressions at this time and do not act on punctuation, 

making them less capable of handling abbreviation expansion and the 

punctuation preceding MARC coding. Figures 7 and 8 show an Alma record 

before and after the staff member who is adding holdings and items to the 

record applies the AACR2 to RDA normalization rule. 

 

FIGURE 7. ALMA RECORD BEFORE NORMALIZATION RULE 
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FIGURE 8. ALMA RECORD AFTER NORMALIZATION RULE 

 

 

RDA automation has allowed RMIT to meet implementation goals regarding 

contributions to the ANBD (when contribution becomes possible) and record 

upgrading. RDA automation has also allowed the Library to revise its goal of 

accepting clean AACR2 copy as it is by largely automating AACR2 to RDA 

upgrading. Automation has allowed a rapid increase in the number of RDA 

records populating the Library database. Although designing the local Marc 
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Edit task and normalization rule required an outlay of staff time and effort, the 

investment is regarded as a successful component of the Library’s RDA 

implementation.  

 

LESSONS LEARNED 

Some eight months after formal RDA implementation at RMIT, the Library has 

had opportunity to reflect on the training and implementation process without 

yet being able to conduct a formal assessment. An anonymous feedback form 

for staff to leave comments or complaints has not been popular, but staff have 

verbally expressed an appreciation for the small group training model and a 

desire to continue the small group design in future RDA sessions. From the 

staff perspective, small groups were a successful component of training, and 

the small group training model permitted training materials and delivery to be 

adjusted to suit a particular group’s learning needs. RDA training in small 

groups worked well for RMIT in terms of learning outcomes and staff 

satisfaction. It is recommended that a small group training model be used 

when institutions have the capability to do so.  

 

The FRBR focus of RDA training is also seen as a vital component of the 

Library’s implementation and RMIT’s experiences suggest that regardless of 

original or copy cataloging roles, FRBR training is beneficial. The language of 

cataloging at the Library has shifted from AACR2 to RDA, and FRBR training 

has proved beneficial in the post-implementation RDA automations that the 

Library has enacted. All staff interacting with not-quite RDA records are able 

to record relationships that are a key feature of RDA and the FRBR 
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conceptual model underlying RDA. However, the effects of not understanding 

the complex FRBR conceptual model are stressful for staff having difficulties, 

and whether or not FRBR understanding fuels RDA understanding remains an 

area for further exploration.   

 

RDA training as conducted at RMIT also showed a gap in Toolkit training and 

how learners would need to interact with the Toolkit in order to create RDA 

records. The Library’s experiences with publication details and policy 

development showed that more structured training on use of the Toolkit would 

have been useful for learners at the very early stages of training. Although the 

NLA RDA training materials30, like Library of Congress training materials31, 

included sections on how to use the Toolkit to gather related RDA 

instructions, not enough emphasis was placed on this during RMIT’s RDA 

training. Trainers were mistaken in their belief that the minimal Toolkit practice 

and exposure which staff gained during training, followed by enforced use of 

the Toolkit during formal peer review, would be enough for staff to develop 

Toolkit skills. It is recommended that RDA training include structured Toolkit 

orientation and practice in following Toolkit hyperlinks to gather decision-

making instructions.   

 

The use of automation to bring incoming copy as close to RDA as possible 

has been a successful component of the Library’s implementation, and it is 

recommended that institutions investigate the feasibility of building RDA 

automation into their own workflows. Machines can do much of the upgrading 

of AACR2 copy to RDA, and most if not all systems have global editing 
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capabilities. Batch conversion can also be done external to the system using 

MarcEdit software. 

 

The staff training model included a desire to develop workflow flexibility, and 

has proven to be successful in relation to RDA automation at the Library. A 

number of different roles now incorporate final editing of batch processed 

records and high-level relationship work. At the same time, as roles have 

evolved under Alma the staff training model has not proven useful for some 

staff. Some staff roles in Alma do not yet incorporate RDA. These roles are 

primarily in the E-resources and Serials team, where staff deal mostly with the 

acquisition, licensing and access aspects of electronic resources. If these 

roles come to require RDA involvement in the future re-training will be 

required. Institutions may find it useful to consider staff roles in relation to 

RDA goals in the short and long term when deciding on training and 

implementation staffing. A staggered training scenario would have better 

served RMIT.  

 

CONCLUSION 

RMIT chose to implement RDA at a time when significant resourcing was 

directed toward a system change and workflows were in transition. Workflows 

in flux and a blended staffing model led to training for all 25 technical services 

staff. RDA training was conducted internally and in small groups. The small 

group model has since received positive staff feedback and is considered a 

successful implementation strategy. Training had a strong focus on FRBR 

rather than comparison between RDA and AACR2, but omitted authority 
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components of RDA. A FRBR focus developed staff familiarity with the 

language of RDA and possibly aided in Toolkit orientation. It is not clear 

whether the FRBR focus increased overall understanding of RDA, and 

whether or not understanding the FRBR conceptual model is required for 

professional use of RDA. During RDA training it became clear that the 

boundaries between description and encoding were not understood, and that 

a surprising number of catalogers were guided by the work of their peers 

rather than by the Toolkit when creating RDA records. An intensive process of 

peer review pushed staff into using the Toolkit as much as possible due to 

reports of common initial difficulties with the Toolkit, and has helped shift 

reliance on examples over principles. Managers perceive peer review as a 

beneficial element of the Library’s implementation but have mixed opinions on 

how peer review could have been deployed more effectively. After formal 

training the RDA trainers identified a training gap when staff demonstrated 

difficulty in consistently applying RDA 2.8 guidelines on recording place of 

publication and publisher. A greater emphasis on how to use the Toolkit to 

gather decision-making instructions during training could have prevented this 

gap, which was addressed through later policy statements at RMIT. 

Institutions who are yet to implement RDA may learn from RMIT’s training 

error and provide more Toolkit practice as part of formal RDA training. 

 

Local RDA policy will be an element of any implementation, chiefly due to the 

role of cataloger’s judgment in RDA. RMIT developed local policy as 

implementation proceeded rather than determining the policy beforehand. 

Developing policy ‘on the go’ required continuing trainer involvement in 
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gathering and coordinating information to support policy decisions. Post-

training and implementation policy development had the advantage of 

highlighting the most relevant policy decisions for Library staff, and incited 

discussion on the role of cataloger’s judgment in RDA. RDA has not created 

systems issues in the Library’s Alma-Primo configuration, although more 

investigation into meaningful display and faceting of RDA relationships in the 

discovery layer is desired. Populating the library’s database with RDA records 

is done at an increased pace through post-implementation automation. 

Vendor files are upgraded from AACR2 to RDA in batch processes using 

Marc Edit software, while individual records are candidates for global editing 

within the Alma library services platform. 

 

Institutions that are looking into the future to decide the timing of their own 

implementations may have difficulty identifying the most suitable time to move 

forward. RMIT’s experiences show that stability and in-depth preparations are 

not requisite features of a successful RDA implementation. For those who are 

yet to implement RDA, there needn’t be one suitable time for implementation. 

With implementation goals defined, small training groups, and responsive (or 

prior) policy development, any time may be a good-enough time to implement 

RDA. 
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